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1: Please include in your report the dollar amount of the funds that were awarded, the date they were
funded and what the funds supported.

Awarded Amount: 45,000 Date: 04/16/2019

2: Were the objectives cited in your original proposal met? Please address each started objective and
how it was met.

Yes, the objectives were met. Guadalupe Regional Medical Center (GRMC) has four new CoreMetrix fetal
monitors that are supporting and enhancing neonatal and newborn safety. The monitors deliver a consistent
level of care for all our mothers.

3: Please explain any changes from the original proposal and the circumstances that lead to the
modification of the objective.

There were no changes to the original proposal.

4: What needs were addressed?

The need that was addressed was insufficient and out of date fetal monitors. By replacing the outdated fetal
monitors, every patient now receives the same level of patient care. The previous monitors were not
technologically supported, thereby creating loss of confidence in functionality.

5: What method of evaluation did you use to monitor and measure the project's outcome and what
are the result?

The primary objective of the purchase of the four CoreMetrix fetal monitors was to ensure all seven labor
rooms at GRMC were equipped with fetal monitors that provide the same high standard of care for all
laboring mothers.
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Since acquiring the new fetal monitors, our Birthing Center continues to have every labor room full at least
twice per month. As a result of replacing the outdated fetal monitors with the upgraded CoreMetrix
monitors, the Birthing Center is able to safely and effectively care for every patient with confidence that the
fetal heart rate readings are being traced accurately in every room.

We are happy to report one specific incident that illustrates the effectiveness of these monitors. The Birthing
Center received a patient in active labor with twins during an extremely busy shift where only one labor bed
was available. The patient was able to be safely monitored with the CoreMetrix fetal monitor before she was
transported to the Operating Room for delivery. The CoreMetrix monitor was transported with the patient
for continued monitoring during delivery where the patient eventually delivered her second baby by
emergency c/section. The patient and her twins had a positive outcome. Had the upgraded monitor not been
available the staff would have had to use an outdated unreliable fetal monitor during this already stressful
situation.

6: Do you plan to continue this project, and if so, how do you plan to sustain it?

Yes, the four CoreMetrix fetal monitors are a vital part of our OB department.

We plan to sustain it by maintaining the equipment by our certified bio medical technician to ensure
appropriate repair.

7: Please provide any other comments ot information relevant to this grant.

We are grateful for this donation. The CoreMetrix fetal monitors provides a consistent level of care for
every patient room at GRMC.

8: Please provide an updated detailed projected budget with expenses for the received grant. Also
include the totals for the budgeted and actual amount. Explain any discrepancies between the
budgeted and the actual expenses for the project.

Line Item
Description

Total Project
Funds Allocation

Najim Requested
Funds

Project Funds
Actual

Najim Funds
Allocation

Four CoreMedtrix
Fetal Monitors

$45,000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000

TOTAL: $45,000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000

Signature

Elaine Bennett
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